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The premier website ranking service for CMS Webmasters, NukeRank.com was created so that
webmasters who use Content Management System software, such as XOOPS, phpNuke,
phpWebsite, and others, could have a place to go to create a mini-web of links for their
websites. This helps to boost link popularity for the member site as well as provide an unbiased
neutral atmosphere for friendly competition.

Unlike many other top-ranking sites, we will never use annoying POPUP windows or list-break's
that present irrelevant advertising. It is our goal to provide a clean, surfer-friendly, SPAM and
POPUP FREE site to the nuke community. NukeRank will always be a free service to its
members however we may choose to provide friendly banner advertising in the headers and
footers to help offset the costs of the server lease.

We at NukeRank promise to provide an unbiased voting venue where any member site has the
potential to rank itself at the top! We think a fair playing field will offer everyone the most fun!

All we ask is in return is for webmasters to list themselves fairly, with integrity and honor, and
bring to the NukeRank site the same professionalism that they would bring to their own
websites. If everyone does this NukeRank.com can and will be a wonderful asset to the
webmasters who are creating the future of the net with content management systems!
So stop by http://www.nukerank.com today and join us for our public setup phase. Official
website ranking will start on November 14th!
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